**Machine Cut**

Depending on the lay of the stone, Machine Cut veneer can be elegant or rustic and unrefined. Our Machine Cut veneer is snapped stone with heights created from the natural horizontal layers in the quarry formed millions of years ago.

**Tumbled Machine Cut**

This rounded edges & irregular shapes of Tumbled Machine Cut veneer give it extraordinary design flexibility. Created from naturally formed horizontal stone layers that have been snapped in a variety of lengths to tumble in to create a timeless elegance.

**Webwall**

Like the mosaics of ancient Rome, Webwall consist of random shape and sizes of natural stone pieced together to create magnificent works of art. These stones can be used to create a dramatic fireplace, a stunning exterior, or can be combined with Machine Cut Stone to create a look of old world elegance.

**Dimensional Ashlar**

Dimensional Ashlar veneer is created by sawing the stone to specified heights, usually 2 1/4", 5", 7 3/4" and 10 1/2". The stone can be laid in a random pattern, as the mason works the stone, it fits together similar to a puzzle creating clean lines and a uniform appearance.

**Tumbled Dimensional Ashlar**

The old world appearance of Tumbled Dimensional Ashlar veneer is created when quarried stone snapped at random lengths are then sawn to specified heights, usually 2 1/4", 5", 7 3/4" and 10 1/2". Snapped stones are then combined to the correct depth, the Dimensional Ashlar stone is then tumbling for the impression that the stone is aged.
Natural Stone for any place and every space.

In addition to our line of full veneer, Semco Stone also offers our ThinCut™ Natural Stone Veneer. ThinCut™ is available in depths that average one inch thick and weighs approximately 13 lbs. per sq.ft., one quarter the weight of full veneer. The reduced weight allows this veneer to be installed where full veneer cannot be used or is too difficult, such as dormers, gables, and over lintel interior and exterior structure. ThinCut™ can be applied to any structurally sound surface, brick, concrete, concrete block, walls, girders, garages, and steel buildings. ThinCut™ is durable, beautiful, and adds value to any home or business. Contact your sales representative for more information on ThinCut™ Natural Stone Veneer and all its possibilities.

Create the look you want, with the personalized style you desire.

We offer a full line of natural stone accents to enrich the overall finish of your project. Standard and Custom Cut Flooring, Steps, Treads, Coping, Hearthstones, Keystone, Quoins, Trimstones and Sills are available in a variety of sizes and finishes. Custom designed stone is also available for your unique project to transform your home into a work of art.

Many of Semco’s Natural Stone Accents can be custom cut and finished to your specifications, contact your sales representative for more information.